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shroud of turin
(the shroud is the subject of intense debate among some scientists,
people of faith, historians, and writers regarding where, when, and

how the shroud and its images were created)



multiverse: a definition from wikipedia…

The multiverse (or meta-universe) is the
hypothetical set of multiple
possibleuniverses  (including our
universe) that together comprise all of
reality.

guarino guarini, san lorenzo church, 1666/1679



theatrum statuum regiae celsitudinis sabaudiae ducis, pedemontii principis, cypri,
made for carlo emanuele II, completed in amsterdam in 1682.





carlo chelli, statue of faith, in front of gran madre church, torino, 1814



The different universes within the
multiverse are sometimes called parallel
universes. The structure of the
multiverse, the nature of each universe
within it and the relationship between the
various constituent universes, depend on
the specific multiverse hypothesis
considered.

alessandro antonelli, “fetta di polenta”, 1859/81



alessandro antonelli, “mole antonelliana”, 1862/1889

Multiverses have been hypothesized in
cosmology, physics, astronomy, philosophy,
transpersonal psychology and fiction,
particularly in science fiction and fantasy.



giacomo matte’ trucco, fiat lingotto factory, 1915/21

The specific term "multiverse”, which was coined in
1895 by psychologist William James, was
popularized by science fiction author Michael
Moorcock.



giacomo matte’ trucco, lingotto factory, 1915/21



carlo mollino, “virata”, 1942

In these contexts, parallel universes are also called "alternative universes," "quantum
universes," "parallel worlds," "alternate realities," "alternative timelines," etc.



carlo mollino, marco zavelani rossi, carlo
graffi, adolfo zavelani rossi, “teatro regio”,
1965/73.

The Fabric of Reality is a 1997
book by physicist David
Deutsch, which expands upon
his views of quantum
mechanics and its meanings
for understanding reality.

 This interpretation, or what he
calls the multiverse
hypothesis, is one strand of a
four-strand theory of
everything.



carlo parola, considered to be one of the inventors of
the “bycicle kick”.

his most famous “rovesciata” (bycicle kick), was
made on the 15th january 1950 (fiorentina - juventus,
80th minute).

The four strands are:

Hugh Everett's many-worlds interpretation of quantum physics, "the first and most important of the four
strands".

Karl Popper's epistemology, especially its anti-inductivism and its requiring a realist (non-instrumental)
interpretation of scientific theories, and its emphasis on taking seriously those bold conjectures that resist
falsification.

Alan Turing's theory of computation especially as developed in Deutsch's "Turing principle", Turing's
universal Turing machine being replaced by Deutsch's universal quantum computer. ("The theory of
computation is now the quantum theory of computation.")

Richard Dawkins's refinement of Darwinian evolutionary theory and the modern evolutionary synthesis,
especially the ideas of replicator and meme as they integrate with Popperian problem-solving (the
epistemological strand).logical strand).



armando testa, “paulista” advertising campaign, for
lavazza, 1956/72.

A fictional universe is a self-consistent fictional
setting with unique background elements such as
an imaginary history or geography, and possibly
fantasy or science fiction concepts like magic or
faster than light travel.



alighiero e boetti, “i gemelli”, 1967

A fictional universe may also be called a fictional
realm, imaginary realm, fictional world, imaginary
world or imaginary universe.

Most fictional universes are based indirectly on our
own universe, like the familiar "with a twist" world
depicted in the popular Harry Potter series.



corrado levi, cliostraat, “baci urbani”, 1996

It is difficult to determine what constitutes a fictional universe, but whether it is
contained in a single work, or consists of a succession of works — as frequently happens
in fantasy or science fiction series — the universe is self-consistent and follows an
established set of rules. Its history and geography are well-defined, and even languages
may be constructed.

When subsequent works are written within the same universe, care must be taken to
ensure that established rules of the canon are not violated.



giovani innella, stefano mirti, simone muscolino,
matteo pastore, “torino vista dalla luna”,
domus 889, january 2006



Torino vista dalla luna
Turin as seen from the moon. A guide for
moon travellers

Do you remember the Pioneer?

The American probe which took into sideral
space the metal palette engraved with a
man, a woman, pulsars, the solar system...

Obviously, we looked for special images
which could egg on the interest and curiosity
of moon inhabitants.

That somewhat dark side of the city
(paraphrasing Roger Waters one could say:
“the dark side of Torino”), which to a certain
extent is still unknown, and the most
extraordinary things.



The concept of multiple histories is closely related to the
many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics.

In the same way that the many-worlds interpretation
regard possible futures as having a real existence of their
own, the theory of multiple histories reverses this in time
to regard the many possible past histories of a given
event as having real existence.



This concept was introduced by Richard Feynman,
whose Feynman path integral is integrated over
the set of all possible histories.



The idea of multiple histories has also been applied to cosmology, in a theoretical
interpretation in which the universe has multiple possible cosmologies, and in
which reasoning backwards from the current state of the universe to a quantum
superposition of possible cosmic histories makes sense.

protocube, id-lab,
project for torino worl design capital

souvenir, 2008





cliostraat, mauro penna, “civetta” building, quarrata (pt), 1996/2000

Parallel universe or alternative reality is a self-contained separate
reality coexisting with one's own.

A specific group of parallel universes is called a mulitverse, although
this term can also be used to describe the possible parallel universes
that comprise physical reality. While the terms "parallel universe" and
"alternative reality" are generally synonymous and can be used
interchangeably in most cases, there is sometimes an additional
connotation implied with the term "alternative reality" that implies
that the reality is a variant of our own.



The term "parallel universe" is more  general, without any connotations implying
a relationship (or lack thereof) with our own universe.

A universe where the very laws of nature are different (for example, it has no
relativistic limitations and the speed of light can be exceeded) would in general
count as a parallel universe but not an alternative reality.



Simulated reality is the proposition that reality could be
simulated—perhaps by computer simulation—to a degree
indistinguishable from "true" reality.

brigata tognazzi (a. barbara, r. choochuey, s. mirti, a. otska, l.
poncellini, a. volpe), polycarbonate house, tokyo, 2000





It could contain conscious minds which may or may not know that they are
living inside a simulation.

In its strongest form, the "simulation hypothesis" claims it is probable that
we are actually living in such a simulation.



brigata tognazzi (a. barbara, r. choochuey, s. mirti, a. otska, l.
poncellini, a. volpe), polycarbonate house, various structural joints,

tokyo, 2000



This is different from the current, technologically achievable concept of virtual
reality.

Virtual reality is easily distinguished from the experience of "true" reality;
participants are never in doubt about the nature of what they experience.
Simulated reality, by contrast, would be hard or impossible to distinguish from
"true" reality.



The idea of a simulated reality raises several questions:
Is it possible, even in principle, to tell whether we are in a simulated reality?

Is there any difference between a simulated reality and a "real" one?

How should we behave if we knew that we were living in a simulated reality?

id-lab, “tracce di design”, on-line platform + website for compagnia
di san paolo, torino, 2007/8.



stefano mirti, “some books i’ve read, some books i would like to read before i die”, 2005





stefano mirti, “can you tell me ten useful references for your work and for your life?”, 2006









id-lab, “tracce di design”, on-line platform + website for compagnia
di san paolo, torino, 2007/8.



The earliest known records describing
the concept of a multiverse are found in
ancient Hindu cosmology, in texts such
as the Puranas.

They expressed the idea of an infinite
number of universes, each with its own
gods, inhabitants and planets, and an
infinite cycle of births, deaths, and
rebirths of a universe, with each cycle
lasting 8.4 billion years.

The belief is too that the number of
universes is infinite.


